
 

Coffee Flour Detergent Powder Auger Filling Machine GT-
PM-P-5 
 

 
 
1. Coffee flour detergent powder auger filling machine is used for packing pesticides, veterinary 
drugs, premixes, additives, milk powder, starch, seasonings, enzyme preparations, fodder and 
other powder-like quantitative packing. 
2. Coffee flour detergent powder auger filling machine it is suitable for bags, cans category, bottles 
and other containers powder packing. 
3. Coffee flour detergent powder auger filling machine is mechanical, electrical, optical, instrument 
in whole one, single-chip control, with functions of automatic quantitative, automatic filling, 
automatic adjustment of measurement errors. 
4. Photoelectric switch control, only need manual setting bags. 
5. The error caused by the proportion of materials and materials level changed can be 
automatically tracked. 
6. The packing range is 5-5000g different filling weight range, need different screw, this make sure 
the packing accuracy and speed. 
7. The material contact parts are made of stainless steel production, easy to clean to prevent 
cross-contamination. You can match with powder hopper loader machine, for uses more easier for 
users. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Characteristic: 

 
1. Auger powder filling machine Using Fully Digital AC Servo Motor to control material discharge, 
torque is larger and have higher precision. 
2. Strong & Weak Current is completely isolated, effectively avoid strong current interference, 
improves the stability of whole system to further strengthen and improve the service life of the 
machine. 
3. The weighing machine is integrated with display screen . 
4. Faster: stepper motor maximum operating speed is in commonly within 300 ~ 600 RPM or the 
AC servo motor rated speed (generally is 2000 RPM and 3000 RPM). Can be rated output torque, 
in for a constant power output above the rated speed. 
 
Feature: 

 
♦ 50L side opening Hopper ,easy to clean 
♦ Packaging powdery in 50-5000g bottle or bag . 
♦ Servo motor drive the auger, got high accuracy . 
♦ Have one stir on the hopper, assure the powder fill in the auger . 
♦ Chinese/English or custom your language in the touch screen. 
♦ Reasonable mechanical structure, easy to change size parts and clean up. 
♦ Through changing accessories, the machine is suitable for various powder products. 
♦ We use famous brand electric, more steady . 
♦ We match one vacuum cleaner, collect dust and easy to clean the machine . 
 
Parameter: 

 

Model GT-PM-P-5 

Power supply 1000W, AC380V, 50Hz 

Filling capacity 50g – 5000g 

Filling speed 10 – 20 bags/min 

Filling weight accuracy ≥99.5% 

Machine size 0.6m*0.5m*2m 

Machine weight 260kg 

 


